Powering Secure and Agile Networks

Managed Threat Protection
Complete managed security service and platform to
predict, prevent, detect, and respond to threats across
your entire business.

Managed Threat Protection and Your Business
Netsurion’s Managed Threat Protection solution provides the necessary synergy between people, process, and
technology to truly deliver world-class cybersecurity today. What does this mean to you and your business?
To be covered today, you have to PREVENT, DETECT, and RESPOND to active threats and even PREDICT future
attacks before they happen. Yet even more than ever, your business relies on digital and remote capabilities. You
need to run fast and lean but cannot afford to risk gaps in cybersecurity and secure networking.
Long gone are the days you expect to prevent all attacks or insider threats. The reality is that growing businesses
require a secure and agile IT network through vigilant monitoring, actionable threat intelligence, and continual
incident response.
Knowing you need a solution is half the battle…Sifting through the options to make a smart purchase decision is
a tall order. There are thousands of cybersecurity vendors in a number of different solution categories. Effective
cybersecurity requires multiple layers of security controls and the right combination of technology and expertise.

The good news is that there is a proven solution, fit for any size business, with the
ability to predict, prevent, detect, and respond.

Predict

Prevent

Detect

Respond

Deep learning analysis stops
attacks pre-execution

Automatic remediation of
threats at the endpoint

Comprehensive monitoring
and alert escalation

Customized incident response
plans and support

Get the Adaptive, Scalable Security You Need
Netsurion’s managed platform approach to combining our purpose-built technology and our team of cybersecurity
experts gives customers and partners the ultimate flexibility to adapt and grow while maintaining a secure
environment. With Netsurion’s Managed Threat Protection, you gain award-winning cybersecurity in a world of
advanced threats.

Managed Service

24/7 SOC, MDR, and
compliance support

Core Platform

Cloud SIEM and deep learning
endpoint protection

Security Controls

Application Control, IDS,
NTA, vulnerability
management, and more

Ask your team these questions
• What if an attacker gets past your firewall and anti-virus?
• Are you confident that every endpoint is always patched and up to date?
• Are you confident that every user on your network is safe from phishing
and social engineering scams?
• If an employee’s network login credentials are compromised, how would
you know?
• If your Microsoft 365 account were to be compromised, how would you
know?
• Have you quantified the risk you would face if your data was held ransom?
• When was your last IT compliance audit? How easy was it to demonstrate
compliance?
• Do you have the staff and skills necessary to avoid a breach?

The Right People + Technology Gives
You Peace-of-Mind
Technology alone isn’t the answer. Get the best of
both worlds with our ISO-certified SOC working
hand-in-hand with you, while driving our own
AI-embedded threat protection platform. Netsurion’s
EventTracker is a unified cybersecurity platform that
provides powerful defense-in-depth, scales to your
needs, and deploys quickly.
Any size business can now leverage a threat
protection platform that is built from the ground up
with machine learning and multiple layers of defense.

Defense-in-Depth with One Threat Protection Platform
EventTracker covers the broadest range of attack vectors and attack surfaces within your IT infrastructure. Our
sensor-based platform connects to our data center while your team and our SOC access the cloud console. At
any time, additional security controls can be enabled and consumed as a service.

Extend Your Team with Security Experts On Duty 24/7
Netsurion delivers a 24/7/365 ISO-certified SOC-as-a-Service, powered by our own SC Media 5-Star threat
protection platform. Our analysts work as an extension of your in-house team to understand your environment and
proactively respond to threats as they occur.
Many cybersecurity providers today are claiming a “24/7 SOC”, but it truly might be just a few individuals on-call
expected to slide down the fire pole when an alarm goes off. By that time, it could be too late. A 24/7 SOC should
be a fully-staffed team of certified cybersecurity analysts with coverage of three shifts for active monitoring.
Client Team Lead: Critical observations report, monthly review and planning
Security Analysts: Threat hunting, incident response
Client Coordinator: Meetings and action item management

24/7 SOC

COMPLIANCE TEAM

MONITORING TEAM

TECH STACK TEAM

INTELLIGENCE TEAM

PLATFORM TEAM
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• 24/7 monitoring
• Incident escalation

•
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• Log knowledge
• Security intelligence
• Log formats,
definitions
• Use cases

• EventTracker experts
• Software engineering
• Agile development

CISSPs
PCI DSS
ISO 27001
NIST, CSF, GDPR, etc.

Servers
Cloud
Firewalls
Applications

Blocking Attacks, Evaluating Threats, and Supporting You Around the Clock
Entrust the right people as an extension of your IT team, to do as little or as much as you need to co-manage
powerful process and technology.

Flexible Solutions That Scale with Your Business
Get the best-fit security solution for your organization. Our managed threat protection solution is available in multiple
packages that can be customized to give you what you need today while being well-positioned for tomorrow.

EventTracker
Endpoint Security
Managed Security Services
24/7 SOC Threat Management
15-Minute Alert Escalation
Network Monitoring
Daily Security Summary Report
Daily Compliance Summary Report
Daily or Weekly Critical Observations Report
Executive Summary Report and Review
Continuous Threat Hunting
Incident Response Plan and Procedures
Predefined Compliance Support
Expanded Compliance Support

Platform Capabilities
Deep Learning Endpoint Protection
Next-Gen SIEM
Threat Intelligence Integration
Application Control
File Integrity Monitoring
MITRE ATT&CK Framework
Centralized Log Management
Intrusion Detection
Vulnerability Management and Scanning
User Behavior Analytics
Network Traffic Analysis

Platform Management
Implementation Support
24/7 Platform Support
System Tuning and Administration
Full Access to EventTracker Platform
Real-time Reporting and Dashboards
400-Day Log Retention
Predefined Log Sources
Unlimited Log Sources
Cloud Hosted
Expanded Hosting Options
Predefined App Integrations
Unlimited App Integrations

EventTracker
Essentials

EventTracker
Enterprise

What It’s Like Working with Us
Relationships with our customers, partners, and each other are of the highest importance to Netsurion. We are
more than a software and services company – we work to earn your trust as an extension of your own team. We
are driven by the importance of cybersecurity today and tomorrow, and ensuring that security is accessible by
any company, of any size and budget. It’s easy to work with Netsurion as the owner and developer of our own
solutions. Also, our SOC analysts are employees of Netsurion, which can supplement any IT team.

Why Choose Netsurion
It comes down to the best of both worlds – expert people + technology… an ISO-certified SOC driving our
own AI-embedded threat platform. Netsurion’s Managed Threat Protection is deployed in minutes and can
be scaled up with more powerful features and scaled out to cover more of your network as you grow. It’s that
simple. You have a practical way to overcome today’s cybersecurity challenges, so you can get back to the
business of growth and innovation.
So, what makes Netsurion different? We developed our own powerful threat protection platform, as well as
employ our own SOC, which is unique to our competitors. This allows us to be flexible and accessible in every
area of People + Technology. You don’t have to go to multiple vendors for each aspect of the solution like so
many other cybersecurity vendors.
We are passionate about providing small-to-mid-sized businesses (SMBs) with the same level of protection
as the Fortune 500 companies of the world. What this means is that we provide purpose-built networking
and security technology fit for only what you need. This includes value-based offerings that are affordable and
flexible with managed services to supplement IT staffing.

Business Advantages of Netsurion
• Achieve zero-time prevention with a managed
endpoint protection platform.
• Rest assured your infrastructure is monitored
and protected 24/7.
• Gain greater visibility and aggregation of
events across your entire network.
• Defend your entire IT environment with MDR.
• Monitor malicious activity within your network
and endpoints with Intrusion Detection.
• Achieve early threat detection and a swift
response.
• Avoid attacks by identifying network
vulnerabilities.
• Proactively guard your critical business
infrastructure through threat hunting.

Our team sees every interaction as a partnership. We
work hard to earn your trust every day. Future-proof your
cybersecurity with Netsurion’s managed platform approach.
Learn more about Managed Threat Protection at
www.netsurion.com.

Related Resources to Check Out
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Managed Endpoint Protection
24/7 Fully-Staffed Team
Actionable Security Intelligence
Managed Threat Detection and Response
Intrusion Detection
Monitoring Network Traffic
Vulnerability Management
Threat Hunting

Powering Secure and Agile Networks

Netsurion® delivers an adaptive managed security solution that integrates our XDR platform with your existing
security investments and technology stack, easily scaling to fit your business needs. Netsurion’s Managed Threat
Protection includes our 24x7 SOC that operates as your trusted cybersecurity partner, working closely with your IT
team to strengthen your cybersecurity posture so you can confidently focus on your core business.
Headquartered in Ft. Lauderdale, FL with a global team of security analysts and engineers, Netsurion is a leader
in Managed Detection and Response (MDR) and a Top 25 Global MSSP. Learn more at www.netsurion.com.
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